The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be effective 1st March 2006.

**Rule G.5.1(f)**
*Amendment:* Delete existing rule and add:
A headsail Cunningham may be fitted consisting of no more than a line, fairlead or fairleading pulley and one cleat may be attached to the headsail

**Rule D.11.1 (b) (xv)**
*Amendment:* Add new rule:
(b) (xv) A cleat for the jib Cunningham may be fitted on the foredeck

**Rule E.4.2 (b)(c)(d)**
*Amendment:* Delete existing rule and insert:
(b) The rudderhead, the tiller and the extension may be made of any suitable material.

**Rule E.4.5 Rudder Blade, Rudder Stock and Tiller**
*Amendment:* Delete from existing rule:
"When constructed of wood the rudder shall be of shape and dimensions conforming to those specified in measurement plan drawing 3. The packing piece of wood shall be of similar outline to the cheeks except that provision shall be made for the inclusion of the rudder blade and tiller between the cheeks."

Also delete references to the following in the appended table in the latter part of the current rule:
- The rudder cheeks thickness
- The packing piece of wood